A. P. MORSE
Taylor's theorem requires here the continuity of only those mixed partials actually involved in the remainder term.
Taylor's Theorem seems always to require, at the very least, the continuity of all mixed partials of order n + 1. In marked contrast the remainder involves only naturally arranged mixed partials of order n + 1. It turns out in Theorem 10 that the natural conjecture is valid. Theorem 10 follows routinely from Theorem 0 and 2.
We agree that ω is the set of integers n for which n ^ 0, that 0 is the empty set, that
A ~ B = {x: xe A and xg B]
, that end n = {j e co: 1 <^ j ^ n) , that R is the set of real finite numbers, that R p = {x: p e ω and x is on end p to R} .
For x 6 R v it is customary to put X(j) = Xj .
We note that R p Π R q = 0 whenever pe ω and p Φ q eω , and we assume that no member of R is a nonvacuous function. We agree that if r is a function on S then.
sum r = Σ i eS r(j) .
To simplify printing we use this notation instead of the traditional notation sum r = Σ r(j) .
Thus in particular if 1 <^ p e ω and r is on end p to R, then sum r = Σ i G en d P r i -Σ r i e -R We agree that:
A. P. MORSE Rζ = {r e R p : r is to ω and sum r g neω} JB^ = {r G JBJ: sum ?• = n) .
For each k we agree that JO; is that function ψ on ω for which:^( i) = 1 whenever k = j eω (j) rrr Q whenever k Φ j eω . 
The question which intrigues us here is answered by Theorem 2 below. Before coming to Theorem 2 let us agree that / is n smooth on a if and only if there is a p for which: l^peω; neω; a is a Exceptions: n = 0; p = 1; n f p S 4. where the number of points in R%+ L is
If nothing else we find Theorem 2 and especially Theorem 0 computationally reassuring. We use these, in turn, to verify our computationally pleasant Theorem 10.
We now start our attack on Theorems 0 and 2. We capture the essence of the conclusion of Theorem 2 by agreeing that C n consists of such functions / that, for some a, f is on a and f is n fold smooth on a. We capture the essence of the premise of Theorem 2 by agreeing that C n consists of such functions / that, for some a, f is on a and f is n smooth on a.
We feel that our rather tangled inductive attack can be clarified by the introduction of some technical (left, center, right) pivot concepts and their preliminary analysis in Lemmas 4, 5, and 6. This material is only of momentary interest and is to be forgotten as soon as Theorems 7 and 8 have been proved.
If then, N = 0 .
Proof. We suppose N Φ 0, and use 3.0 and 3.2 to learn that JV is a nonvacuous set of positive integers. We let v be the smallest integer in N and then so choose s e Rζ-i that
Since 0 < sum s we choose k to be the smallest integer in {% e end p: s^ > 0} . Thus we have .7 Si = 0 whenever i e end (k -1) .
We let We choose v to be the smallest integer in N and then so choose s e Rl_ γ that
Since 0 < sum s we choose k to be the smallest integer in {i e end p: s { > 0} .
Thus we see
.1 Si = 0 whenever i e end (k -1) .
We must have 
We infer from .1 and .3 that .6 v H -0 whenever i e end (k -1) and then from .6 and .2 that .7 ^ = 0 whenever i e end (Zc -1) .
We use 3.1, .7, .5, and .4 in checking that
We use 3.1, .6, and .4 in checking that
We let 9 = D u f , and from 4.0, .9, .8, and the fact that j eCpivotfn , we infer that:
g is on a to R)
.ii z>
D k Djg is continuous on α .
Because of Theorem 5 we know
From .10, .12, and .11 we now conclude Also in the usual way we so choose A and θ that: 
